un46c8000 specs

Specifications. Screen size: 46" class (" measured diagonally) edge-lit LED LCD display / Full HD x p resolution.
Aspect ratio: Widescreen Progressive features: 3D-ready / Skype compatible / Hz Clear Motion rate / Internet@TV. Best
video inputs: 4 rear HDMI v inputs.Samsung's UN46C will give you that same 'Wow! 43"W x /8"H x /8 "D (/8"H x
/8"D on stand); weight: lbs. with stand; lbs. without Video Features - PC/USB/Network Functions - Convenience
Features.Detailed specs for the Samsung UN46CConsumer information and street pricing on the Samsung UN46C inch
LCD TV. Compare it with other HDTVs / Samsung / UN46C Specifications .UN46C 46 LED High-Definition TV with
p Resolution. [ ( truncated) actual diagonal screen size]. TV SPECIFICATIONS. Hz Clear Motion.Product Description:
Samsung UN46C, 46" LCD TV; Product Type: LCD TV; Diagonal Size: 46", widescreen; Dimensions (WxDxH): in x
in x in.View and Download Samsung UN46C specifications online. 46 LED High- Definition TV with p Resolution.
UN46C TV pdf manual download.Get access to helpful solutions, how-to guides, owners' manuals, and product
specifications for your LED TV (C Series) from Samsung US Support.The Samsung UN46C ($ MSRP) is a gorgeous,
inch LED-edge lit LCD TV. But it's not trading on its looks. This is one of the new.Find helpful customer reviews and
review ratings for Samsung UN46C The sound is quite good and the size of the screen is the be seen to be believed.The
UN46C is a fully loaded, 3D-capable TV from Samsung's LED lineup. This thin, stylish 3D TV requires the use of
active-shutter.Generic Company Place Holder UN46C Inch LCD TV lowest energy consumption rates we've recorded
for a set of comparable size.At inches thin, the Samsung UN46C is so svelte that only its HDMI and USB inputs are full
size. It has special, tiny input jacks for.Full list of Samsung UN46C specs and features: refresh rate, dimensions and
others. Find the best price for Samsung UN46C right now! Compare.The UN46C Features Samsung's proprietary 3D up
conversion DETAILED SPECS - SAMSUNG UN46C 46 INCH LED TV WITH FULL HD AND.UN46C in by
Samsung in Port Washington, NY - 46" Class (" Diag.) Model # UN46C Overview; Specifications; Warranty; Delivery;
Help.Samsung UN46C Full Review; 4. Screen Size: 46 inches Full p HD HzClear Motion Rate: Samsung Hz.The
Samsung UN46C is one of four 3D-capable LED TVs Samsung UN46C 46" p LED 3D HDTV Preview?
Specifications.It is the right size we wanted, we wanted the 3D option and this TV has all that and more. Great quality!
We would buy samsung un46c I love the picture, .Shop the UN46C 46 inch Hz 3D LED p HDTV at conseils-reunis.com
" x " "; " x " x " with stand; " x " x " shipping size.
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